
Aneala November Council Minutes 

Attendance: Richard, Susanna, Elizabeth R. Agostino, Laura, Julian, Nathan, Catherine, 

Leonie, Elizabeth S., Konrad, lIIaria, Isolde, Kilic, Branwen 

Apologies: Lokki, Kester, Isabel, Dameon, Devine, Gumuuinus, Pantera, Gwyneth 

Last Minutes 

October Minutes: http://aneala.lochac.sca.org/assets/council/council-2019-1 O. pdf 

Approved: Isolde 
Seconded: Elizabeth R. 

Officers 
Baron & Baroness 

Agostino has been to much, Elizabeth will be catching up with coming to more soon. 

Somebody is looking to donate a children's castle. Looks to be made from layers of 

corrugated cardboard. Looks like it could be a lot of fun. 

Is this likely to be something we can store? 

Richard: May be an issue with transporting for stewards. 

Elizabeth will look into this further as it sounds really cool. 

Please also send your reports to B&B. 

Royal attendants - Nathan to organise. 

Seneschal 
Abertridwr distribution of assets document tabled at council. 

Catherine 
Are they serious? 
Shit use of grammar. 
With less than 20 people responding, ie less than a quarter of the original group, 
Have divided up all of the cash, excellent. 
Most of the assets going to Dragons Bay makes sense, making the Baron and Baroness 
retain any Abertridwr heraldic items makes no sense. No closing date for storing these 
items. Current groups can not be asked to do things for another closed group. 
This is not reasonable, these items should not be stored by anybody, they need to be 
disposed of. 
These is a clear will, ie a majority of the 20 people, to keep Pencampwr type event. This is 
then suggested that other groups would be required to run this event. Kingdom to provide 
funding from the Kingdom's share of Abertridwr's funds. This seems unreasonable. 



Richard provided some qualification of how the event is run or decided and how the funds is 
attainable. Some discontent regarding how this is interpreted. 

Kilic expressed concern about how this is decided and issues it may create between the 
events. 

Catherine: should give that component to the Crown without any expectations of the local 
groups. 

lIaria agreed with this concept. 

Agostino: Given how well off financially the local groups are, it's strange to think we need 
encouragement to run an event that weekend. 

Laura: It felt like a weekend we are likely to run events, this seems like an incentive for 
Crowns to come. 

Leonie: not far from other major events may be difficult for Crowns. 

Agostino: Most of event description set in stone, apart from the weekend. Kingdom still 
shouldn't be telling groups how to run events. 

Branwen: With Dragon's Bay now running this event, makes no sense to have Aneala 

involved. 

Kilic: Also additionally the Barony is expected to support the event financially. This is a 
concern that we are being told to finance another groups event. 

Julian - if this is not lawful, can they change the split to reflect more money going to the two 

groups? 

Nathan - This is a survey of 20 people from a group that folded. They should not have any 

say in the running of successful groups. 

Kilic: Didn't support this break up and distribution, anecdotally feels this wasn't a majority 
outcome. 

Catherine: need to poll the larger group before setting any expectations for what that group 

is required to run. 

Richard: Normal nature of the poll is to gauge intent with the Kingdom making a decision 
guided by the results. This is the best outcome that they could come up with. 

Kilic: Insufficient communication with the people affected. 



Richard: feels the intent of this was to enable the Abertridwr funds to be available back to the 
group to prevent it being swallowed by Kingdom. This suggestion of the June long weekend 

event was given as an example of the type of event they would like the Crown to come to. 
They have made a genuine attempt to not be prescriptive of what event should be run. This 
is an attempt to keep the money in Western Australia. Feels like the responses around the 
table suggest that Aneala isn't wanting to be a team player. Even for the people who have 
been bitten by this before, it is important to stay a team player. Admittedly missed the 
requirement to maintain the Abertridwr group regalia which we should not accept. This 

needs to be distributed or disposed of. 

lIIaria: Believes this is in good intent with suggesting the kind of event to be run, but the 
wording is not reflective of the intent. 

Catherine: may be enough to redraft, but this is still adding work to people including at 
Kingdom level to control these funds for the next ten years. Might be better to use this for a 
project to do some good without being a burden. This is a dangerous precedent to be set at 
the Kingdom level. 

Leonie: Agrees that this is in good intent, did feel it unreasonable for the Baron and Barones 
to maintain regalia. With the $500 for Crown travel, the Crown will make up their mind if they 
come. If the Crown funds are lost I don't think we care. 

Richard: Kingdom Exchequer has been made aware, this suggests they are happy with the 

obligations. 

Nathan: Feels this could be assigned purely to the discretion of Dragon's bay as they are 
running the event. 

Branwen: Feels the event is not being run as a definite Dragon's Bay event, doesn't feel we 

are involvedlwelcome in the event. 

Elizabeth: Will put something as not prepared to take the regailia. 

Richard: Council needs to decide not to take regalia. 

Catherine: As Council we need to inform the Kingdom we are happy with the distribution of 
funds to Aneala & Dragon's Bay, and that Dragon's bay are given all of the physical assets. 
Need to state that we are not comfortable that assets are stored in perpetuity for a group that 

may not ever reform. Need to state that we are not happy with the allocation of funds in 
Kingdoms share being a trust to be used as a burden for the next ten years to be 
maintained. The groups fund a similar amount to Crowns to travel so this is not required. 

Richard: Feels the first point re dispersal of physical assets to Dragons Bay and the 3 way 

split of funds had unanimous agreement.. 
Similar agreement that not happy for the Barony to store Abertridwr's heraldic items. 

Possibly the Kingdom can provide an address for them to be sent to. 



Third Item, Aneala have no wish to be part of the choice in the distribution of the Kingdom's 

share of the funds. 

We also are concerned about the precedent this sets in allocating Kingdom funds travelling 

to only a small part of the Kingdom. 

Seneschal has stated that he intends to seek a successo as he will have other 

commitments. There is sufficient time to go through finding a successor. 

Branwen: will be sad to see Richard leave, he has brought a great deal to the group. 

DB Seneschal 

Apologies 

Report follows. 

Reeve 

Apologies 

Herald 

Apologies 

Constable 

Apologies 

Chronicler 

Apologies 

Has almost found a replacement. Waiting on confirmation from Kingdom. 

Knight Marshal 

Reported on time, nobody died. 

Report follows. 

Captain of Archers 

Has reported. 

Report follows. 

Rapier Captain 

Has reported upline 

Arts and Sciences 
Has reported. 

Report follows. 



Listkeeper 
Has reported. 
Report follows. 

Chatelaine 
Has reported. 
Report follows. 

Webminister 
Has not reported. 
Looking forward to clarifying details with previous Webminister. 

Youth Officer 

I regret that I will not be present this Friday for council. 

Activity this last month for youth in Aneala has been low. No reported fatalities, injuries or 
concems. 

Calendar 
Past Event Discussion: 

Demo at Groat Street Festival (Agostino) -19 October. 

Report is imminent 
Good level of interest. Some contacts made and being chased up. 
Location near training helped. 

Pride Fair Day 2111/2019 - Isolde 

Had 6ish people attend. Will give sign in sheet to Ula. 
Stayed until 2:30. Were really happy with their location. 
Had some great interest. 
Good day all round, even the rain stopped. 

Einherjar - 9/11/2019 

32 paying adults 

Future Event Discussion: 

Lokki Event - Rekkrl]ing - 23/11/2019 



Numbers as at now - 68 people, 5 tournament only, 6 under 10. 

Branwen requested $800 

Lokki received a letter from the Crown offering him to join the Order of the Chivalry. 

Given the Crown's availability, the proposal is to have an event on November 23rd. Royals 

attending, probably both. 

Hyde Park 9am - 4pm 

Pot-luck lunch 

Lokki paying for park because he wants to. Everyone else at council not happy about it but 

he insists. 

Bentley Community Centre - Evening Feast 

No numbers yet but according to historical figures, probably around $630 hall hire. 

Previously there has been no bond. 

Food cost at $13/person. 

Similar figures as Investiture. 

$30 adult full event 

$5 tournament only 

$17.50 for youth full event 

$2 youth tournament only 

Propose up to $100 for oven hire

Proposed: Nathan 

Seconded: Richard, approved. 

Toys for Tots - Sunday 1/1212019 

Set-up 9am Garvey Park 

Aneala Championship 2020 - Konrad 

Proposed Events 

Pride Parade 30/1112019 - Isolde 

NOT AN SCA EVENT 

Pride Parade on Saturday 30/11/2019 - ideal for Blue Feather folk to join in the event and 

march in garb. 



$50 registration for Pridefest if you attend 1 event, $75 if you attend multiple events. 

Parade only - $100 for Pride Parade 

Fairday - $100 for space (provide our own shelter) at Fairday in Hyde Park 

Maximum of $275. 

Winterfest Allthing - 29th May - 1st June 
On hold until after Town Hall discussion which will be held at Last Drop Tavern. 

More info coming eventually ... including proposed steward. 

2020 - Robert Black - Dawn of the king discussion. 

Proposal to attend event with a non-fighting demo based around much of the other aspects 

of the SCA. 

Will review how this year's event goes and review for attendance next year. 

2021 - May Crown over ANZAC day long weekend. 

22 April event date. 

Konrad to start building a proposal and team. 

2022 - Possible Coronation by Isolde. 

General Business 

Have a go day 2020. 

We should seriously consider this as a demo. 

Cancelling Training for Other Group's Events 

Concerns raised that the people at the demos are not the same people that go to training. 

Need to not cancel for a demo, but willing to cancel for an SCA event. 

We would be happy to support one demo a year for any group that wants to make a 

significant event. Need an appropriate notice period. 

Ongoing 

Kilic - Viewing Pav, possibly time to redo the roof.2.5x9M. Branwen will look into costings for 

replacement. Ongoing, Canvas being chased up. - Branwen has found another person in 

QLD to find out canvas information. Nathan also suggested to send Rodrigo in Storm hold an 

email RE canvas suppliers. 



Branwen has been chasing up canvas. $40/m unless purchased as a roll where it goes to 

$35/m. Branwen to supply further details. Branwen has given up on trying to buy canvas. Is 

willing to sew if someone organises the canvas. 

Loomstate is available but is untreated and unwashed. 

Shrinks significant amount during processing. 

Treated and coloured is $35/m on roll. 

Chairs could use some work. Handballed to Agostino, still ongoing. 

Experience using them, they are stable but could use some cosmetic work. Agostino will 

look into what is required. Pantera has offered to assist. 

Iron Beak - Richard, Lokki, Nathan - Ongoing. 

Sam has commenced work, more expected for next council. 

Waiting on a revised prototype to approve. 

Baronial Equipment Storage - Sea Container is on site in Bassendean - still need to fit the 

side access door. 

Gwyneth: Proposal for concession rates to be considered when developing event budgets 

Allthing Survey - Devine 

Ongoing. 

Next Council on Saturday 21 December 4pm council with BBQ to follow. Location to be 

Nathan & Catherine's House. 



Reports: 

Dragons Bay: 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

------------------------

Dragons Bay Officer Ovation was a great success as it paid homage to the achievements of 
those who had maintained Dragons Bay. It also provided ceremony for the new Officers, 

receiving their tokens of office and receiving thanks for volunteering their time and energy. 
This was well received by the populace, so a second one shall be held in 2020 to welcome 
formally the second wave of Officers. 

Demonstrations have been well attended by the populace and showcased skills such as 

illumination and static displays of A&S projects including leatherwork and garb. Photographs 
drew in attention, and populace who were performing spoon carving and illumination caused 
people to stop and engage. 

These demo's have brought in new recruits and generated interest. Dragons Bay invoiced 
City of Armadale for its attendance at Highland Gathering, and the Rockingham Regional 
Environmental Centre for the Festival attendance, which helps to increase funds in the 
account. 

The Demo held at the Comet Bay College was a great success that will become a larger 
incursion event at the school, with Dragons Bay invited to return to add atmosphere to the 
event. 

EVENTS 

------------

Dragons Bay Officer Ovation: 18 August 

Cooks Guild: 21 September 

Dragons Bay A&S Workshop: 22 September 



Comet Bay College Demo: 25 September 

Highland Gathering Demo: 6 October 

Cooks Guild: 12 October 

Naragebup Festival Demo: 26 October 

IKAC and Zombie Novelty Shoot: 27 October 

PLANS 

Baldivis Country Fair Demo: 2 November 

Champion of the Bow: 17 November 

Cooks Guild: 22 November 

Dragons Games Day and Yule Feast: 14 December 

A new sign up page has been instated to start to encourage newcomers to sign up with a 
small monthly newsletter going out to remind people of events upcoming. 

A second Dragons Bay Officer Ovation will welcome the next wave of Officers and celebrate 
those who didn't receive their tokens at the first DBOO. 

The Town Hall Meeting to discuss the June 2020 weekend shall be held soon (pending dates 

from the venue). This will encourage people to speak their mind and participate in creating 
the framework for the event. 

An all-female fighters group is starting to form, with interest from at least 8 ladies. This 
should generate more momentum for armouring workshops and perhaps an invite extended 
to a female Knight to visit and teach fighters. 

GENERAL COMMENTS 

--------------------------------



The Baron and Baroness continue to give great support to their Canton. Likewise, Dragons 
Bay aims to support the Barony by assisting with demo's and in the kitchen at their 
Championship event. I look forward to fostering this harmonious relationship. 

Knight Marshal: 

Events: 

Aneala Championship - 27-30/09 

At this event there was held tournaments to find Aneala's next champions of the Sword, 
Rapier, and Bow. While we had 6 entrants to the archery, there were only 3 entrants in both 
the armoured and rapier combat tournament lists. There are likely many reasons why 
attendance was low, but one I had heard a few people mention was that they felt unable to 
fulfil the role properly, and so would not want to enter a toumament they didn't want to win. 
In the end, we had Lord Konrad Hilderbrandt win the armoured combat tournament, Lord 
Zaven Zeitountsi win the Rapier tournament, and Lord Wolfgang Germanicus win the 
Archery. 

Einherjar (November War) - 9/11 

This was held as a "war day" run by Lord Konrad Hilderbrandt, with war training on during 
the morning run by THL Lokki Rekkr, and small skirmishes run in the aftemoon for as long as 
the combatants involved were able to continue fighting on what proved to be a 
hotter-than-average day. The event was held in the parklands surrounding Wandi Progress 
Association community hall, which allowed for some interesting fighting as there was a small 
area which was "lightly wooded" with native trees and minimal ground debris to worry about. 
This provided some much-needed shade along with interesting terrain to work with. With the 
war teams being no greater than 4 a side, including the two combat archers, and team 
members occasionally swapping sides to try new things, team scores were not tracked. 

Training: 

Official training for Aneala occurs on Sunday mornings at Lake Monger Primary School, 
every week that does not compete with a group event, and allows for armoured combat, 
rapier, and archery. 



Numbers attending armoured combat training have been a little low, trending with similar 
numbers to the previous quarter but with lower attendance reaching as low as 2 armoured 
combatants but the highs still getting as high as 8 or so. Many of those who engage in 
armoured combat have found themselves busy outside of SCA life, but I'm confident that the 
long-term players do come to training whenever they can. We have also seen a new 
member attend training and show some interest in archery and armoured combat thanks to 
having seen us at a demo where our presence was quite minimal (3x3m area static display). 
From the couple of times she has swung a sword she is showing quite a bit of promise and 
seems keen to continue training. 

No injuries or any other issues (serious armour failures, serious weapon failures, 
loss-of-temper situations) were experienced with this group during training sessions. 

Injury and Incident Reports 

None 

General Comments 

Within the past month we have had many demos run, and far more demos than we would 
normally run in a year, which has resulted in a higher than anticipated number of trainings 
being cancelled. I intend on raising it as a discussion point at our council meetings to get 
some feedback what others think about this policy. The demos we've had have resulted in 
new faces appearing in the Barony and the Canton, but I'm not sure if those that go to the 
demos are the same that go to training. I think it's worth asking if we have enough people 
locally to run demos as well as training concurrenUy, as we don't want to not find new 
members but we also don't want to miss training too often. Next report I'll put in the outcome 
of any discussions that happen 

The collegians training at Aneala's regular Sunday training have been making significant 
progress, and I remain hopeful that we can get another two or three of them authorised 
before the end of the year. After assisting the college work out if they had Combat Archery 
approved mesh for their loaner helmets, we also managed to get one collegian to attend the 
Einhe~ar event and participate in war activities for the first time. Hopefully the other 
collegians hear about how much fun he had and decide to focus on authorising once their 
studies for the year conclude. 



I'm still looking for someone to replace my position as Knight Marshal. I had one person 
interested for a time but it never eventuated as they are playing quite rarely at this time, and 
another person is looking to fill the role if their tenure as Reeve ends before my extension on 
the role does. At this point I'm actively asking people who regularly attend events and have 

time to get to council meetings to avoid having an officer step from one role into another. 

Report from College of 5t Basil the Great: 

Marshal's Report for Company of St Basil, 2nd quarter. 

In this Quarter Heavy training has been continuing regularly, though with some gaps due to 

the assessments conflicting timetables of some regular members. None of the new fighters 
have been attending training, with only sporadic involvement at the start of the semester. All 

of the regular fighters have been consistently attending heavy training, with around 5-6 
attendees for each session. Rapier has seen low numbers, usually only 2-3 fighters, and is 
often cancelled due to low attendance, this being more common in the later part of the 
quarter. Matt has been authorised for the heavy list in September and Samuel has been 
authorised for rapier in August. There have been no major injuries of note or any other 

incidents. 

Morgan Riley 

Marshal 

Marshal 

Mundane Name: Adam Blower 

SCA Name: Galen Wulfric 

Member No: 83612 

Date: 14th October 2019 

ReporUActivity: 

This reporting period has seen some activity among the fighter enthusiasts of Dragons Bay. 



1. College of St Basil hosted the College Challenge which was attended by both Heavy 

and Rapier Fighters and was good to have a fun kick around tourney. 

2. Weekly training has been occurring at Mistress Siaine's and I's residence in Success 

with good turnout averaging 8 people with a minimum 4 fighters on hand. Training has been 

alternating between Heavy and Rapier so will be able to produce fighters for both fields 

which is encouraging. 

3. Sunday Trainings for fighters has been minimal in this reporting cycle but is not a 

reflection of lack of interest. There are a lot of people with additional activities in their lives 

which makes weekend training difficult however, discussions with the various people 

indicates this should pick back up in the next month or two. 

4. I am in the process of planning tourneys and other events for the future to which I will 

be applying to the Rowany Fighter Auction Funds for assistance. More to follow when I have 

the plans set. 

All in all, Dragons Bay fighting stocks continue to grow at a satisfactory pace and as Knight 

Marshal I am happy with this progress. 

Vis 

THL Galen Wulfric 

Knight Marshal of Dragons Bay 

Captain of Archers 

Annla Archery Nov 19 Quarterly Report. 

Practices. 

All going well, it has rained but we have had a few eventclashes where we have cancelled practice. 
Attendance is from 7 to 14 on any Sunday. But mostly high numbers. 

We have had a range of different targets, usual bullseyes, furry creatures, and Tibetan targets. We 
have 2 new shooters a mum and a 5 year old. 

IKACs. 

We have run 2 IKACs, Sept and Nov was hosted by The Canton of Dragon's Bay. Results have been 
uploaded to the IKAC score website by Lady Isabel. 



Equipment 

We have 5 loaner bows and 4 sets and spares of arrows, plus, arm guards, archery gloves etc, all are 
in good condition. I have some blanks that I will be making up and I need to make a new string for one 
of the bows, a date has been set for Sun 7" Dec. 

Past Events 

Aneala Championship. The Archery Champion of Aneala is Lord Wolfgang Germanicus from the 
Canton of Dragon's Bay. 

Junior Champions 

Their Excellencies have now have a Junior Champion This included the Martial arts Boffer and 
Archery for this year and ongoing, and included a couple of bouts of Knubb to select the overall 
winner. 

Upcoming Events 

This weekend (17~) Dragons Bay is holding their Champion of the Bow. 

24th Royal Visit attending Sunday practice we are having a novelty shoot. Hanging water bottles, 
running boar, owl on a stick, clout, wandering target. 

Last IKAC on Dec 1" hosted by Lake Monger Practice Group. 

7" Dec, Archery Workshop at Mistress Leonie's place. 

14th, last shoot for the year. Break for Christmas New Year. Commencing 2'" weekend in Jan starting 
at 9am to 11am for hot weather and because the shooting shade moves! 

Canton Archery Captain's Report 

Andy Hann has reported 'Your details: Member Number: 87313 Expiry: 2020/03/31 Indem: 
2020/03/31 SCA name: Andrew Mundane name: Andrew Hahn Contact details: 
alpha.hyde@gmail.com 0421 462950 P.O. Box 3276 Broadway Nedlands 6009 I have held the 
position of Captain of Archers since 2019/07/25 We hold weekly gatherings at our lair (Wandi 
Community Hall) on Sunday from now 0900 for 2 hours. Typically practice consists of two or three 
targets set at 20, 30 and 40 yards. Occasionally 50 yard and clout ranges are done as well. We have 
between 2 and 10 people attend and fortunately a LARP group commences at the same venue as we 
conclude our practice, we have enticed some to give it a try. Additionally we have enticed an 
individual from the passing road to check us out and another individual to attend a weekend training 
session from one of our demos. Currently there are 3 active members with Target Archery Marshals 
status and have heard that another individual wishes to obtain their credentials so they can TAM as 



well. An IKAC was held at the Anealean Championship however no members of Dragons Bay were 
able to attend. There will be extra motivation for future participation". 

The yellow high lighted area is incorrect, it was at a normal practice(Aug) that held the IKAC. At the 
Anealean Championship, 4 archers were from Dragon's Bay, of which one was Wolfgang. 

No one has died, although a few furry animals were shot numerous times. 

Yours in Service 

Mistress Branwen of Werchesvorde 

Barony of Aneala Archery Captain 

Arts & Sciences 

Arts and Sciences have continued to run smoothly since my last report. The cooks guild is 

now up and running in our Canton of Dragons Bay. 

The second part of our Baroness' VIking Garb workshop was held on September 2015 and 

went well. 

I had the pleasure of announcing our new Baronial Arts and Sciences Champion at our 

championship event last month - congratulations to Mistress Branwen 

Regular Activities 

Metal Work: Armouring and Blacksmithing continues to be held on the first Saturday of the 

month with good attendance at Lord Richard and Sir Nathan's homes. 

Music: Music practice continues on a regular basis and is often combined with Armouring 

and Blacksmithing. 

Scribes: Has been hosted at Mistress Branwens and my own home with regular attendance 

Dancing: Their Excellencies, the Baron and Baroness of Aneala host dancing at their home 

on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month. 

Competitions and Displays 



Anealan Championship, Queens Birthday weekend, 2019 

This is a regular camping event ran over the long weekend. There was a small competition 

ran with 3 entries, won by Master Kilic and his Shepards coat. 

Upcoming Events 

Toys for Tots, 30th November 2019 

An annual event where we donate toys and non-perishables. Mistress Branwen is rewarding 

the event and planning to run both a normal, open competition and one specifically for youth. 

She is bringing pre-printed pages to illuminate along with some basic pre-written 

documentation (but also providing for additioual research by entrants) 

Anealan Midsummer, TBA 2020 

Although still awaiting a bid, this event usually includes an A&S competition. 

Sub-Group Reports 

I have attached the reports received from Lady Skjalddis Bragad6ttir for the Canton of 

Dragons Bay. 

No formal report has been received from the College ofSt Basils at this time. 

List Keeper 

No. of Lists Held: 15 lists held over the weekend of Aneala's Championship. 

Tournament Details: 

Children's Championship: 

Sat 28 Sep - 6 youth competed in a boffer tournament won by Marek of Vargahol 

Sun 29 Sep - 6 youths competed in a King's Round archery competition won by Taylor 



A tie-breaker game of Kubb was held to determine the championship. The Victor was Marek 
of Varga hoi. 

Rapier Championship: Sat 28 Sep - 3 rapier combatants competed in 8 round robin lists 
there being a different weapon combination for each list. 

Lord Zaven Zeitountsi won 5 out of 8 lists. 

Armoured Combat Championship: Sun 29 Sep - 3 armoured combatants competed in 3 
lists, the first being with sword and shield in a round robin format, the second being with no 
defensive weapon in a round robin format, the third being a king of the hill style tournament 

with the fighters choosing a different weapon combination for each life. The victor in each list 
was Lord Konrad Hildebrand!.. 

Archery Championship: Sun 29 Sep - 6 archers competed in slot shoot won by Lord 
Wolfgang Germanicus. This was followed by a Kings Round won by m'Lord William de 

Walford. A tie-breaker shoot-off was held to determine the championship. The Victor was 
Lord Wolfgang Germanicus. 

Incidents: - none recorded. 

Chatelaine 

There have been only three enquiries from newcomers during this period and all three 

contacted me via the sca email. One had witnessed the training at Lake Monger and was 
curious to know more, but did not respond to the replies I gave. The other two, both 
continued to show an interest and went on to attend Einherjar (Nov 9) to view the war and 
stay on for the evening bal d'Aneala. 

Emma had attended training at Lake Monger and showed an interest in trying the heavy 
fighting. She discovered the SCA online and first contacted me for information on September 
18th

• She has two small children and I'm sure she felt welcome. 

Julian discovered the SCA after following another members you tube channel, after which he 
contacted me via the website email on 19th October. He is interested in the arts and sciences 
side of what we do. Although we did not have our usual blacksmithing day this month (which 
he was interested in attending) he came to our house for a visit anyway because he lives 

close by. Richard and I had a long chat to him about SCA activities, showed him some of 
what we do and he seemed keen to become more involved. 

Because the training at Lake Monger is in a public position I am wondering if a promotional 

sign of some kind with a couple of brochures might be a good idea? Otherwise, the website 
seems to be working in terms of attracting enquiries. 

I have been alerted to the fact that the brochures still have a reference to Abertridwr with an 
internet address. It would not be hard to blank this out with a sticker, and I am happy to do 
this to the rest of our brochure supply if that's ok with council. 




